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AN

ACT

relating to motor vehicles; to amend section 60-614, Reissue Revised
Statutes of Nebraska, and sections 60-301, 60-6,288, 60-6,290,
60-6,298, and 71-4603, Revised Statutes Supplement, 2000; to exempt
certain recreational vehicles and implements of husbandry from size,
weight, and load requirements; to redefine terms; to provide for
permits and fees; to harmonize provisions; and to repeal the
original sections.
Be it enacted by the people of the State of Nebraska,
Section 1. Section 60-301, Revised Statutes Supplement, 2000, is
amended to read:
60-301.
For purposes of Chapter 60, article 3, unless the context
otherwise requires:
(1) Agricultural products means field crops and horticultural,
viticultural,
forestry, nut, dairy, livestock, poultry, bee, and farm
products, including sod grown on the land owned or rented by the farmer, and
the byproducts derived from any of them;
(2) Apportionable vehicle means any vehicle used or intended for use
in two or more member jurisdictions that allocate or proportionally register
vehicles and used for the transportation of persons for hire or designed,
used,
or
maintained
primarily
for
the transportation of property.
Apportionable vehicle does not include any recreational vehicle, vehicle
displaying restricted plates, city pickup and delivery vehicle, bus used in
the transportation of chartered parties, or government-owned vehicle.
Such
vehicle shall either (a) be a power unit having two axles and a gross vehicle
weight or registered gross vehicle weight in excess of twenty-six thousand
pounds, (b) be a power unit having three or more axles, regardless of weight,
or (c) be used in combination when the weight of such combination exceeds
twenty-six thousand pounds gross vehicle weight. Vehicles or combinations of
vehicles having a gross vehicle weight of twenty-six thousand pounds or less
and two-axle vehicles and buses used in the transportation of chartered
parties may be proportionally registered at the option of the registrant;
(3) Automobile liability policy means liability insurance written by
an insurance carrier duly authorized to do business in this state protecting
other persons from damages for liability on account of accidents occurring
subsequent to the effective date of the insurance arising out of the ownership
of a motor vehicle (a) in the amount of twenty-five thousand dollars because
of bodily injury to or death of one person in any one accident, (b) subject to
the limit for one person, in the amount of fifty thousand dollars because of
bodily injury to or death of two or more persons in any one accident, and (c)
in the amount of twenty-five thousand dollars because of injury to or
destruction of property of other persons in any one accident.
An automobile
liability policy shall not exclude liability coverage under the policy solely
because the injured person making a claim is the named insured in the policy
or residing in the household with the named insured;
(4) Cabin trailer means any vehicle without motive power designed
for living quarters and for being drawn by a motor vehicle and not exceeding
one hundred two inches in width, forty feet in length, or thirteen and
one-half feet in height,
except as provided in subdivision (2)(k) of section
_______________________________________________________
60-6,288;
________
(5) Commercial trailer means any trailer or semitrailer designed,
used, or maintained for the transportation of persons or property for hire,
compensation, or profit or designed, used, or maintained primarily for the
transportation of property and does not include farm trailers, fertilizer
trailers, utility trailers, or cabin trailers;
(6) Commercial vehicle means any motor vehicle used or maintained
for the transportation of persons or property for hire, compensation, or
profit or designed, used, or maintained primarily for the transportation of
property and does not include farm trucks;
(7) Evidence of insurance means evidence of a current and effective
automobile liability policy;
(8)
Farm trailer means any trailer or semitrailer (a) used
exclusively to carry a farmer's or rancher's own supplies, farm equipment, and
household goods to or from the owner's farm or ranch, (b) used by the farmer
or rancher to carry his or her own agricultural products, livestock, and
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produce to or from storage and market and attached to a passenger car,
commercial-licensed
vehicle
registered
for sixteen tons or less, or
farm-licensed vehicle, or (c) used by a farmer or rancher to carry his or her
own agricultural products, livestock, and produce to and from market. Such
trailers shall carry on their license plate, in addition to the registration
number, the letter X.
Farm trailer does not include a trailer so used when
attached to a farm tractor;
(9) Farm trucks means trucks, including combinations of trucks or
truck-tractors and trailers or semitrailers, of farmers or ranchers (a) used
exclusively to carry a farmer's or rancher's own supplies, farm equipment, and
household goods to or from the owner's farm or ranch, (b) used by the farmer
or rancher to carry his or her own agricultural products, livestock, and
produce to or from storage or market, (c) used by farmers or ranchers in
exchange of service in such hauling of such supplies or agricultural products,
livestock, and produce, or (d) used occasionally to carry camper units, to
pull boats or cabin trailers, or to carry or pull museum pieces or vehicles of
historical significance, without compensation, to events for public display or
educational purposes.
Such trucks may carry on their license plates, in
addition to the registration number, the designation farm and the words NOT
FOR HIRE;
(10) Fertilizer trailer means any trailer, including gooseneck
applicators or trailers, designed and used exclusively to carry or apply
agricultural fertilizer or agricultural chemicals and having a gross weight,
including load thereon, of twenty thousand pounds or less.
Such trailers
shall carry on their license plate, in addition to the registration number,
the letter X;
(11)
Film
vehicle means any motor vehicle or trailer used
exclusively by a nonresident production company temporarily on location in
Nebraska producing a feature film, television commercial, documentary, or
industrial or educational videotape production;
(12) Fleet means one or more apportionable vehicles;
(13) Highways means public streets, roads, turnpikes,
parks,
parkways, drives, alleys, and other public ways used for the passage of road
vehicles;
(14) Instate miles means total miles operated (a) in the State of
Nebraska during the preceding year by the motor vehicle or vehicles registered
and licensed for fleet operation and (b) in noncontracting reciprocity states
by vehicles that are base-plated in Nebraska;
(15) Local truck means a truck and combinations of
trucks,
truck-tractors,
or trailers or semitrailers operated solely within an
incorporated city or village or within ten miles of the corporate limits of
the city or village in which they are owned, operated, and registered. Such
trucks shall carry on their license plates, in addition to the registration
number, the designation of local truck;
(16) Motor vehicle means any vehicle propelled by any power other
than muscular power except (a) mopeds as defined in section 60-637, (b) farm
tractors, (c) self-propelled equipment designed and used exclusively to carry
and apply fertilizer, chemicals, or related products to agricultural soil and
crops,
agricultural
floater-spreader implements as defined in section
60-6,294.01, and other implements of husbandry designed for and used primarily
for tilling the soil and harvesting crops or feeding livestock, (d) power unit
hay grinders or a combination which includes a power unit and a hay grinder
when operated without cargo, (e) vehicles which run only on rails or tracks,
(f) off-road designed vehicles, including, but not limited to, golf carts,
go-carts, riding lawnmowers, garden tractors, all-terrain vehicles as defined
in section 60-6,355, snowmobiles as defined in section 60-663, and minibikes
as defined in section 60-636, (g) road and general-purpose construction and
maintenance machinery not designed or used primarily for the transportation of
persons or property, including, but not limited to, ditchdigging apparatus,
asphalt spreaders, bucket loaders, leveling graders, earthmoving carryalls,
power shovels, earthmoving equipment, and crawler
tractors,
and
(h)
self-propelled chairs used by persons who are disabled;
(17) Motorcycle means any motor vehicle, except a tractor or an
all-terrain vehicle as defined in section 60-6,355, having a seat or saddle
for use of the rider and designed to travel on not more than three wheels in
contact with the ground;
(18) Noncontracting reciprocity state means any state which is not a
party to any type of contracting agreement between the State of Nebraska and
one or more other jurisdictions for registration purposes on commercial
vehicles and, as a condition to operate on the highways of that state, (a)
does not require any type of vehicle registration or allocation of vehicles
for registration purposes or (b) does not impose any charges based on miles
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operated, other than those that might be assessed against fuel consumed in
that state, on any vehicles which are part of a Nebraska-based fleet;
(19) Owner means a person, firm, or corporation which holds a legal
title of a vehicle. If (a) a vehicle is the subject of an agreement for the
conditional sale thereof with the right of purchase upon performance of the
conditions stated in the agreement and with an immediate right of possession
vested in the conditional vendee, (b) a vehicle is subject to a lease of
thirty days or more with an immediate right of possession vested in the
lessee, or (c) a mortgagor of a vehicle is entitled to possession, then such
conditional vendee, lessee, or mortgagor shall be deemed the owner for
purposes of Chapter 60, article 3. For such purpose, there are hereby adopted
and incorporated by reference the provisions of Article XI, International
Registration Plan, adopted by the American Association of Motor Vehicle
Administrators, as revised November 1976;
(20) Park means to stop a vehicle for any length of time, whether
occupied or unoccupied;
(21) Passenger car means a motor vehicle designed and used to carry
ten passengers or less and not used for hire;
(22) Proof of financial responsibility has the same meaning as in
section 60-501;
(23) Self-propelled mobile home means a vehicle with motive power
designed for living quarters;
(24) Semitrailer means any vehicle without motive power designed for
carrying persons or property and for being drawn by a motor vehicle and so
constructed that some part of its weight and that of its load rests upon or is
carried by the towing vehicle;
(25) Total fleet miles means the total number of miles operated in
all jurisdictions during the preceding year by the vehicles in such fleet
during such year;
(26) Trailer means any vehicle without motive power designed for
carrying persons or property and being pulled by a motor vehicle and so
constructed that no part of its weight rests upon the towing vehicle;
(27) Transporter means any person lawfully engaged in the business
of transporting vehicles not his or her own solely for delivery thereof (a) by
driving singly, (b) by driving in combinations by the towbar, fullmount, or
saddlemount methods or any combinations thereof, or (c) when a truck or
tractor draws a semitrailer or tows a trailer;
(28) Truck means a motor vehicle that is designed, used, or
maintained primarily for the transportation of property;
(29) Truck-tractor means any motor vehicle designed and used
primarily for drawing other vehicles and not so constructed as to carry a load
other than a part of the weight of the vehicle and load being drawn;
(30) Utility trailer means a trailer having a gross weight,
including load thereon, of nine thousand pounds or less attached to a motor
vehicle and used exclusively to carry miscellaneous items of personal
property. Such trailers shall carry on their license plate, in addition to
the registration number, the letter X; and
(31) Vehicle means any device in, upon, or by which any person or
property is or may be transported or drawn upon a public highway except
devices moved solely by human power or used exclusively upon stationary rails
or tracks.
Sec. 2. Section 60-614, Reissue Revised Statutes of Nebraska, is
amended to read:
60-614.
Cabin trailer shall mean a trailer or semitrailer which is
designed, constructed, and equipped as a dwelling place, living abode, or
sleeping place, whether used for such purposes or instead permanently or
temporarily for the advertising, sale, display, or promotion of merchandise or
services or for any other commercial purpose except transportation of property
for hire or transportation of property for distribution by a private carrier.
Cabin trailer shall not mean a trailer or semitrailer which is permanently
attached to real estate. There shall be three classes of cabin trailers:
(1) Camping trailer which shall include cabin trailers one hundred
two inches or less in width and forty feet or less in length and adjusted
mechanically smaller for towing;
(2) Mobile home which shall include cabin trailers more than one
hundred two inches in width or more than forty feet in length; and
(3) Travel trailer which shall include cabin trailers not more than
one hundred two inches in width nor more than forty feet in length from front
hitch to rear bumper,
except as provided in subdivision (2)(k) of section
_______________________________________________________
60-6,288.
________
Sec. 3.
Section 60-6,288, Revised Statutes Supplement, 2000, is
amended to read:
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60-6,288. (1) No vehicle which exceeds a total outside width of one
hundred two inches, including any load but excluding designated safety
devices, shall be permitted on any portion of the National System of
Interstate and Defense Highways. The Director-State Engineer shall adopt and
promulgate rules and regulations, consistent with federal requirements,
designating safety devices which shall be excluded in determining vehicle
width.
(2) No vehicle which exceeds a total outside width of one hundred
two inches, including any load but excluding designated safety devices, shall
be permitted on any highway which is not a portion of the National System of
Interstate and Defense Highways, except that such prohibition shall not apply
to:
(a) Farm equipment in temporary movement, during daylight hours or
during hours of darkness when the clearance light requirements of section
60-6,235 are fully complied with, in the normal course of farm operations;
(b) Combines eighteen feet or less in width, while in the normal
course of farm operations and while being driven during daylight hours or
during hours of darkness when the clearance light requirements of section
60-6,235 are fully complied with;
(c) Combines in excess of eighteen feet in width, while in the
normal course of farm operations, while being driven during daylight hours for
distances of twenty-five miles or less on highways and while preceded by a
well-lighted pilot vehicle or flagperson, except that such combines may be
driven on highways while in the normal course of farm operations for distances
of twenty-five miles or less and while preceded by a well-lighted pilot
vehicle or flagperson during hours of darkness when the clearance light
requirements of section 60-6,235 are fully complied with;
(d) Combines and vehicles used in transporting combines _________
or other
implements of husbandry, and only when transporting combines _________
or other
_________________________
implements of husbandry, to be engaged in harvesting _______________________
or other agricultural
_______________________
work, while being transported into or through the state during daylight hours,
____
when the total width including the width of the combine _____________________
or other implement of
husbandry being transported does not exceed fifteen feet, except that vehicles
_________
used in transporting combines or
other implements of husbandry may, when
____________________________________
necessary to the harvesting operation ___________________________
or other agricultural work, travel
unloaded for distances not to exceed twenty-five miles, while the combine or
__
other implement of husbandry to be transported is engaged in a harvesting
_______________________________
operation __________________________
or other agricultural work;
(e) Farm equipment dealers hauling, driving, delivering, or picking
up farm equipment, including portable livestock buildings not exceeding
fourteen feet in width, or implements of husbandry during daylight hours;
(f) Livestock forage vehicles loaded or unloaded that comply with
subsection (2) of section 60-6,305;
(g) During daylight hours only, vehicles en route to pick up,
delivering, or returning unloaded from delivery of baled livestock forage
which, including the load if any, may be twelve feet in width;
(h) Mobile homes or prefabricated livestock buildings not exceeding
sixteen feet in width and with an outside tire width dimension not exceeding
one hundred twenty inches moving during daylight hours;
(i) A rubber-tired crane with a fixed load when:
(i) The crane will be transported on a state highway, excluding any
portion of the National System of Interstate and Defense Highways, on a city
street, or on a road within the corporate limits of a city;
(ii) The city in which the crane is intended to be transported has
authorized a permit pursuant to section 60-6,298 for the transportation of the
crane, specifying the route to be used and the hours during which the crane
can be transported, except that no permit shall be issued by a city for travel
on a state highway containing a bridge or structure which is structurally
inadequate to carry the crane as determined by the Department of Roads;
(iii) The crane's gross weight does not exceed ninety-four thousand
pounds, if a four-axle crane, or seventy-two thousand pounds, if a three-axle
crane; and
(iv) If a four-axle crane, the maximum weight on each set of tandem
axles does not exceed forty-seven thousand pounds, or if a three-axle crane,
the maximum weight on the front axle does not exceed twenty-five thousand
pounds and the total maximum weight on the rear tandem axles does not exceed
forty-seven thousand pounds; or
——
(j) Vehicles which have been issued a permit pursuant to section
60-6,299;
or
____
(k) A motor home or travel trailer, as those terms are defined in
____________________________________________________________________
section 71-4603, which may exceed one hundred and two inches if such excess
______________________________________________________________________________
width is attributable to an appurtenance that extends no more than six inches
______________________________________________________________________________
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beyond the body of the vehicle. For purposes of this subdivision, the term
______________________________________________________________________________
appurtenance includes (i) an awning and its support hardware and (ii) any
______________________________________________________________________________
appendage that is intended to be an integral part of a motor home or travel
______________________________________________________________________________
trailer and that is installed by the manufacturer or dealer.
The term
______________________________________________________________________________
appurtenance does not include any item that is temporarily affixed or attached
______________________________________________________________________________
to the exterior of the motor home or travel trailer for purposes of
______________________________________________________________________________
transporting the vehicular unit from one location to another. Appurtenances
______________________________________________________________________________
shall not be considered in calculating the gross trailer area as defined in
______________________________________________________________________________
section 71-4603.
_______________
(3) The Director-State Engineer, with respect to highways under his
or her jurisdiction, may designate certain highways upon which vehicles of no
more than ninety-six inches in width may be permitted to travel. Highways so
designated shall be limited to one or more of the following:
(a) Highways with traffic lanes of ten feet or less;
(b) Highways upon which are located narrow bridges; and
(c) Highways which because of sight distance, surfacing, unusual
curves, topographic conditions, or other unusual circumstances would not in
the opinion of the Director-State Engineer safely accommodate vehicles of more
than ninety-six inches in width.
Sec. 4.
Section 60-6,290, Revised Statutes Supplement, 2000, is
amended to read:
60-6,290.
(1)(a) No vehicle shall exceed a length of forty feet,
extreme overall dimensions, inclusive of front and rear bumpers including
load, except that:
(i) A bus or
a motor home, as defined in section 71-4603, may exceed
_______________________________________________
the forty-foot limitation but shall not exceed a length of forty-five feet;
(ii) A truck-tractor may exceed the forty-foot limitation;
(iii) A semitrailer operating in a truck-tractor single semitrailer
combination, which semitrailer was actually and lawfully operating in the
State of Nebraska on December 1, 1982, may exceed the forty-foot limitation;
and
(iv) A semitrailer operating in a truck-tractor single semitrailer
combination, which semitrailer was not actually and lawfully operating in the
State of Nebraska on December 1, 1982, may exceed the forty-foot limitation
but shall not exceed a length of fifty-three feet including load.
(b) No combination of vehicles shall exceed a length of sixty-five
feet, extreme overall dimensions, inclusive of front and rear bumpers and
including load, except:
(i) One truck and one trailer, loaded or unloaded, used in
transporting implements of husbandry to be engaged in harvesting, while being
transported into or through the state during daylight hours if the total
length does not exceed seventy-five feet including load;
(ii) A truck-tractor single semitrailer combination;
(iii) A truck-tractor semitrailer trailer combination, but the
semitrailer trailer portion of such combination shall not exceed sixty-five
feet inclusive of connective devices; and
(iv) A driveaway saddlemount vehicle transporter combination and
driveaway saddlemount with fullmount vehicle transporter combination, but the
total overall length shall not exceed seventy-five feet.
(c) A truck shall be construed to be one vehicle for the purpose of
determining length.
(d) A trailer shall be construed to be one vehicle for the purpose
of determining length.
(2) Subsection (1) of this section shall not apply to:
(a) Extra-long vehicles which have been issued a permit pursuant to
section 60-6,292;
(b) Vehicles which have been issued a permit pursuant to section
60-6,299;
(c) The temporary moving of farm machinery during daylight hours in
the normal course of farm operations;
(d) The movement of unbaled livestock forage vehicles, loaded or
unloaded;
(e) The movement of public utility or other construction and
maintenance material and equipment at any time;
(f) Farm equipment dealers hauling, driving, delivering, or picking
up farm equipment or implements of husbandry within the county in which the
dealer maintains his or her place of business, or in any adjoining county or
counties, and return;
(g) The overhang of any motor vehicle being hauled upon any lawful
combination of vehicles, but such overhang shall not exceed the distance from
the rear axle of the hauled motor vehicle to the closest bumper thereof;
(h) The overhang of a combine to be engaged in harvesting, while
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being transported into or through the state driven during daylight hours by a
truck-tractor semitrailer combination, but the length of the semitrailer,
including overhang, shall not exceed sixty-three feet and the maximum
semitrailer length shall not exceed fifty-three feet; or
(i) Any rubber-tired crane with a fixed load when the requirements
of subdivision (2)(i) of section 60-6,288 are met.
(3) The length limitations of this section shall be exclusive of
safety and energy conservation devices such as rearview mirrors, turnsignal
lights, marker lights, steps and handholds for entry and egress, flexible
fender
extensions, mudflaps and splash and spray suppressant devices,
load-induced tire bulge, refrigeration units or air compressors, and other
devices necessary for safe and efficient operation of commercial motor
vehicles, except that no device excluded from the limitations of this section
shall have by its design or use the capability to carry cargo.
Sec. 5.
Section 60-6,298, Revised Statutes Supplement, 2000, is
amended to read:
60-6,298.
(1)(a) The Department of Roads or the Nebraska State
Patrol, with respect to highways under its jurisdiction including the National
System of Interstate and Defense Highways, and local authorities, with respect
to highways under their jurisdiction, may in their discretion upon application
and good cause being shown therefor issue a special, continuing, or continuous
permit in writing authorizing the applicant or his or her designee:
(i) To operate or move a vehicle, a combination of vehicles, or
objects of a size or weight of vehicle or load exceeding the maximum specified
by law when such permit is necessary:
(A) To further the national defense or the general welfare;
(B) To permit movement of cost-saving equipment to be used in
highway or other public construction or in agricultural land treatment; or
(C) Because of an emergency, an unusual circumstance, or a very
special situation;
(ii) To operate vehicles, for a distance up to one hundred twenty
miles, loaded up to fifteen percent greater than the maximum weight specified
by law, up to ten percent greater than the maximum length specified by law,
except that for a truck-tractor semitrailer trailer combination utilized to
transport sugar beets which may be up to twenty-five percent greater than the
maximum length specified by law, or both, when carrying grain or other
seasonally harvested products from the field where such grain or products are
harvested to storage, market, or stockpile in the field or from stockpile to
market or factory when failure to move such grain or products in abundant
quantities would cause an economic loss to the person or persons whose grain
or products are being transported or when failure to move such grain or
products in as large quantities as possible would not be in the best interests
of the national defense or general welfare. The distance limitation may be
waived for vehicles when carrying dry beans from the field where harvested to
storage or market when dry beans are not normally stored, purchased, or used
within the permittee's local area and must be transported more than one
hundred twenty miles to an available marketing or storage destination. No
permit shall authorize a weight greater than twenty thousand pounds on any
single axle; or
——
(iii) To transport an implement of husbandry which does not exceed
twelve and one-half feet in width during daylight hours, except that the
permit shall not allow transport on holidays;
or
____
(iv) To operate one or more recreational vehicles, as defined in
____________________________________________________________________
section 71-4603, exceeding the maximum width specified by law if movement of
______________________________________________________________________________
the recreational vehicles is prior to retail sale and the recreational
______________________________________________________________________________
vehicles comply with subdivision (2)(k) of section 60-6,288.
A copy of the
______________________________________________________________________________
permit shall be carried with the recreational vehicle or vehicles.
_________________________________________________________________
(b) No permit shall be issued under subdivision (a)(i) of this
subsection for a vehicle carrying a load unless such vehicle is loaded with an
object which exceeds the size or weight limitations, which cannot be
dismantled or reduced in size or weight without great difficulty, and which of
necessity must be moved over the highways to reach its intended destination.
No permit shall be required for the temporary movement on highways other than
dustless-surfaced state highways and for necessary access to points on such
highways during daylight hours of cost-saving equipment to be used in highway
or other public construction or in agricultural land treatment when such
temporary movement is necessary and for a reasonable distance.
(2) The application for any such permit shall specifically describe
the vehicle, the load to be operated or moved, whenever possible the
particular highways for which permit to operate is requested, and whether such
permit is requested for a single trip or for continuous or continuing
operation.
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(3) The department or local authority is authorized to issue or
withhold such permit at its discretion or, if such permit is issued, to limit
the number of days during which the permit is valid, to limit the number of
trips, to establish seasonal or other time limitations within which the
vehicles described may be operated on the highways indicated, or to issue a
continuous or continuing permit for use on all highways, including the
National System of Interstate and Defense Highways. The permits are subject
to reasonable conditions as to periodic renewal of such permit and as to
operation or movement of such vehicles. The department or local authority may
otherwise limit or prescribe conditions of operation of such vehicle or
vehicles,
when necessary to assure against undue damage to the road
foundations, surfaces, or structures or undue danger to the public safety.
The department or local authority may require such undertaking or other
security as may be deemed necessary to compensate for any injury to any
roadway or road structure.
(4) Every such permit shall be carried in the vehicle to which it
refers and shall be open to inspection by any peace officer, carrier
enforcement officer, or authorized agent of any authority granting such
permit. Each such permit shall state the maximum weight permissible on a
single axle or combination of axles and the total gross weight allowed. No
person shall violate any of the terms or conditions of such special permit.
In case of any violation, the permit shall be deemed automatically revoked and
the penalty of the original limitations shall be applied unless:
(a) The violation consists solely of exceeding the size or weight
specified by the permit, in which case only the penalty of the original size
or weight limitation exceeded shall be applied; or
(b) The total gross load is within the maximum authorized by the
permit, no axle is more than ten percent in excess of the maximum load for
such axle or group of axles authorized by the permit, and such load can be
shifted to meet the weight limitations of wheel and axle loads authorized by
such permit.
Such shift may be made without penalty if it is made at the
state or commercial scale designated in the permit.
The vehicle may travel
from its point of origin to such designated scale without penalty, and a scale
ticket from such scale, showing the vehicle to be properly loaded and within
the gross and axle weights authorized by the permit, shall be reasonable
evidence of compliance with the terms of the permit.
(5) The department or local authority issuing a permit as provided
in this section may adopt and promulgate rules and regulations with respect to
the issuance of permits provided for in this section.
(6) The department shall make available applications for permits
authorized pursuant to subdivisions (1)(a)(ii) and (1)(a)(iii) of this section
in the office of each county treasurer.
The department may make available
applications for all other permits authorized by this section to the office of
the county treasurer and may make available applications for all permits
authorized by this section to any other location chosen by the department.
(7) The department or local authority issuing a permit may require a
permit fee of not to exceed twenty-five dollars, except that:
(a) The fee for a continuous or continuing permit may not exceed
twenty-five dollars for a ninety-day
period,
fifty
dollars
for
a
one-hundred-eighty-day period, or one hundred dollars for a one-year period;
and
(b) The fee for permits issued pursuant to subdivision (1)(a)(ii) of
this section shall be twenty-five dollars for a thirty-day permit and fifty
dollars for a sixty-day permit. Permits issued pursuant to such subdivision
shall be valid for thirty days or sixty days and shall be renewable for a
total number of days not to exceed one hundred and twenty days per year.
A vehicle or combination of vehicles for which an application for a
permit is requested pursuant to this section shall be registered under section
60-305.09 or 60-331 for the maximum gross vehicle weight that is permitted
pursuant to section 60-6,294 before a permit shall be issued.
Sec. 6.
Section 71-4603, Revised Statutes Supplement, 2000, is
amended to read:
71-4603. For purposes of the Uniform Standard Code for Manufactured
Homes and Recreational Vehicles, unless the context otherwise requires:
(1) Manufactured home means a structure, transportable in one or
more sections, which in the traveling mode is eight body feet or more in width
or forty body feet or more in length or when erected on site is three hundred
twenty or more square feet and which is built on a permanent chassis and
designed to be used as a dwelling with or without a permanent foundation when
connected to the required utilities and includes the plumbing, heating, air
conditioning, and electrical systems contained in the structure, except that
manufactured home includes any structure that meets all of the requirements of
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this subdivision other than the size requirements and with respect to which
the manufacturer voluntarily files a certification required by the United
States Secretary of Housing and Urban Development and complies with the
standards established under the National Manufactured Housing Construction and
Safety Standards Act of 1974, ——
as ———————
amended ____________________________________
as such act existed on the effective
date of this act, 42 U.S.C. 5401 et seq. Manufactured home also includes any
________________
manufactured home designed and manufactured with more than one separate living
unit for the purpose of multifamily living;
(2) Recreational vehicle means a vehicular type unit primarily
designed as temporary living quarters for recreational, camping, or travel
use, which unit either has its own motive power or is mounted on or towed by
another vehicle. Recreational vehicle includes, but is not limited to, travel
trailer, park trailer, camping trailer, truck camper, motor home, and van
conversion;
(3) Travel trailer means a vehicular unit mounted on wheels,
designed to provide temporary living quarters for recreational, camping, or
travel use of such size or weight as not to require special highway movement
permits when towed by a motorized vehicle and of gross trailer area less than
three hundred twenty square feet;
(4) Camping trailer means a vehicular portable unit mounted on
wheels and constructed with collapsible partial side walls which fold for
towing by another vehicle and unfold at the campsite to provide temporary
living quarters for recreational, camping, or travel use;
(5) Truck camper means a portable unit constructed to provide
temporary living quarters for recreational, travel, or camping use, consisting
of a roof, floor, and sides and designed to be loaded onto and unloaded from
the bed of a pickup truck;
(6) Motor home means a vehicular unit primarily designed to provide
temporary living quarters which are built into an integral part of, or
permanently attached to, a self-propelled motor vehicle chassis or van,
containing permanently installed independent life-support systems that meet
the state standard for recreational vehicles and providing at least four of
the following facilities: Cooking; refrigeration or ice box; self-contained
toilet; heating, air conditioning, or both; a potable water supply system
including
a
faucet
and sink; separate one-hundred-twenty-nominal-volt
electrical power supply; or LP gas supply;
(7) Park trailer means a vehicular unit which meets the following
criteria:
(a) Built on a single chassis mounted on wheels;
(b) Designed to provide seasonal or temporary living quarters which
may be connected to utilities necessary for operation of installed fixtures
and appliances;
(c) Constructed to permit setup by persons without special skills
using only hand tools which may include lifting, pulling, and supporting
devices; and
(d) Having a gross trailer area not exceeding four hundred square
feet when in the setup mode;
(8) Van conversion means a completed vehicle permanently altered
cosmetically, structurally, or both which has been recertified by the state as
a multipurpose passenger vehicle but which does not conform to or otherwise
meet the definition of a motor home in this section and which contains at
least one plumbing, heating, or one-hundred-twenty-nominal-volt electrical
component subject to the provisions of the state standard for recreational
vehicles.
Van conversion does not include any such vehicle that lacks any
plumbing, heating, or one-hundred-twenty-nominal-volt electrical system but
contains an extension of the low-voltage automotive circuitry;
(9) Seal means a device or insignia issued by the Department of
Health and Human Services Regulation and Licensure prior to May 1, 1998, or by
the Public Service Commission on or after May 1, 1998, to be displayed on the
exterior of a manufactured home or recreational vehicle to evidence compliance
with state standards. The federal manufactured-home label shall be recognized
as a seal;
(10) Dealer means a person licensed by the state pursuant to Chapter
60, article 14, as a dealer in manufactured homes or recreational vehicles or
any other person, other than a manufacturer, who sells, offers to sell,
distributes, or leases manufactured homes or recreational vehicles primarily
to persons who in good faith purchase or lease a manufactured home or
recreational vehicle for purposes other than resale;
(11)
Distributor
means any person engaged in the sale and
distribution of manufactured homes or recreational vehicles for resale;
(12) Manufacturer means any person engaged in
manufacturing,
assembling, or completing manufactured homes or recreational vehicles;
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(13) Manufactured-home construction means all activities relating to
the assembly and manufacture of a manufactured home, including, but not
limited to, activities relating to durability, quality, and safety;
(14) Manufactured-home safety
means
the
performance
of
a
manufactured home in such a manner that the public is protected against any
unreasonable risk of the occurrence of accidents due to the design or
construction of such manufactured home or any unreasonable risk of death or
injury to the user or to the public if such accidents do occur;
(15) Defect means a failure to conform to an applicable construction
standard that renders the manufactured home or recreational vehicle or any
component of the manufactured home or recreational vehicle not fit for the
ordinary use for which it was intended but does not result in an unreasonable
risk of injury or death to occupants;
(16) Imminent safety hazard means a hazard that presents an imminent
and unreasonable risk of death or severe personal injury;
(17) Purchaser means the first person purchasing a manufactured home
or recreational vehicle in good faith for purposes other than resale;
(18) Person means any individual, partnership, limited liability
company, company, corporation, or association engaged in manufacturing,
selling, offering to sell, or leasing manufactured homes or recreational
vehicles;
(19) Commission means the Public Service Commission;
(20) Serious defect means a failure to conform to an applicable
construction standard that renders the manufactured home or recreational
vehicle or any component of the manufactured home or recreational vehicle not
fit for the ordinary use for which it was intended and which results in an
unreasonable risk of injury or death to the occupants;
(21) Noncompliance means a failure to comply with an applicable
construction standard that does not constitute a defect, a serious defect, or
an imminent safety hazard;
(22) Failure to conform means a defect, a
serious
defect,
noncompliance, or an imminent safety hazard related to the code;
(23) Fifth-wheel trailer means a unit mounted on wheels, designed to
provide temporary living quarters for recreational, camping, or travel use, of
such size or weight as not to require a special highway movement permit, of
gross trailer area not to exceed four hundred square feet in the setup mode,
and designed to be towed by a motorized vehicle that contains a towing
mechanism that is mounted above or forward of the tow vehicle's rear axle; and
(24) Gross trailer area means the total plan area measured on the
exterior to the maximum horizontal projections of exterior wall in the setup
mode and includes all siding, corner trims, moldings, storage spaces,
expandable room sections regardless of height, and areas enclosed by windows
but does not include roof overhangs. Storage lofts contained within the basic
unit shall have ceiling heights less than five feet and shall not constitute
additional square footage. __________________________________________________
Appurtenances, as defined in subdivision (2)(k) of
section 60-6,288, shall not be considered in calculating the gross trailer
______________________________________________________________________________
area as provided in such subdivision.
_____________________________________
Sec. 7.
Original section 60-614, Reissue Revised Statutes of
Nebraska, and sections 60-301, 60-6,288, 60-6,290, 60-6,298, and 71-4603,
Revised Statutes Supplement, 2000, are repealed.
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